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TOTOL ZINFANDEL 2017
ZINFANDEL | VALLE DE GUADALUPE
Color:
Intense dark red hues
On the Nose:
Fresh cranberries, plums, raspberries, hibiscus flowers, vanilla bean,
cinnamon and light oak.
On the Palate:
Bold with fresh acidity, soft tannins with a long persistence.
Tasting Notes:
True to the varietal style, not focused on the over ripeness but on fresh
fruits and berries, warm spices, vanilla and pepper notes, opens up to
caramels, strawberry yogurt, coffee. Clean aromatics with a vivid
acidity that pairs well with grilled foods.

Production: 270 cases
ABV: 15.8%
Varietal: 100% Zinfandel / Valle Gpe
Barrel Aging: 12 months American Oak
Serving Temperature: 61F / 16C
Pairings:
●
Roasted and grilled dishes
●
Duck or Pork confits
●
Mexican food (moles, pipián, adobo)
●
Chocolate and red fruit based desserts

Vineyard Notes:
Grapes sourced from a 40 year old dry farmed vineyard in Valle de
Guadalupe, located at the foot of a hill where morning fog is common
during the spring and summer months. Harvested on August 29th
based on organoleptic tests and seed maturation.
Winemaking:
Hand harvested using small bins, the clusters were hand selected then
de-stemmed and gently pressed. The grape must was then cold soaked
for color and primary aromatic extractions. Temperature then is raised
to allow for inoculation using an expressive profiled yeast focused on
phenolics and fuller bodied wines. Fermentation is done on the higher
end of the temperature spectrum with daily punchdowns by hand and
racking. Once fermentation completes a secondary cold soak is done
for several weeks for further extraction.
Pressing is soft to not extract any harsh flavors to then activate the
secondary fermentation (malolactic). Once concluded the wine is cold
settled and then transferred off into barrels.
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